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Abstract

We investigate the estimation of fault probabilities and yield for analog VLSI im-
plementations of neural computation. Our analysis is limited to structures that can
be mapped directly onto silicon as truly distributed parallel processing systems. Our
work improves on the framework suggested recently by Feltham and Maly [3] and is
also applicable to analog or mixed analog/digital VLSI systems.

1 Introduction

Much of the recent excitement about hardware implementations of neural network models
stems from the belief [5] that, when these models are mapped onto silicon as truly parallel
distributed processing systems, they will possess an inherent defect and fault tolerance.
Feltham and Maly [3] investigate physically realistic fault models for analog CMOS neural
networks. In their study they employ four levels of fault model abstraction to analyze
the behavior of the system. At the lowest level, there are the processing defects which
are responsible for changing the physical connectivity of the circuit or shifting device
parameters, resulting in what they de�ne as electrical faults. The latter are responsible
for behavioral faults at the local circuit level which in turn a�ect system performance in
what they de�ne as system level faults.

In this paper, we revisit physically realistic fault models for analog VLSI systems.
We treat only the e�ects of device parameter variations on overall system performance
implicitly in the form of gross yield. Thus, we focus our attention on electrical faults due
to changes in the physical connectivity of the circuit. It is beyond the scope of this paper
to investigate the e�ects of small perturbations in device parameters inherent to every
CMOS process [6]. In section 2 we provide a general algorithm for computing system-
level fault probabilities. Using these fault probabilities as parameters, we estimate chip
yield, following closely a model introduced by Stapper [9] in section 3. As an example,
we apply these models to an actual VLSI realization of an 88-neuron Hop�eld network
circuit discussed by Feltham and Maly [3].

2 Computing fault probabilities

A general algorithm for computing fault probabilities is outlined below. Suppose there are
N di�erent components which together make up a circuit. For example, for the n-input
m-output Hop�eld network circuit of �gure 1 we identify three di�erent components:
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Figure 1: Circuit diagram of an n-input m-output Hop�eld network.

1) the neuron drive circuitry, 2) the connection matrix circuitry, and 3) the comparator
circuitry. In the speci�c layout that we analyze later in section 4, a fourth component, the
interlayer signal busses, is included. The interlayer signal busses are large parallel wires
which connect di�erent layers of the network [3]. For a discussion of how the Hop�eld
network functions, please see [3] and [5].

One element, or cell, from each of these N components is analyzed separately for the
probability of a fault given a particular defect density distribution for each defect type.
For the neuron drive circuitry shown in �gure 1, a single cell consists of an inverting
and non-inverting bu�er pair. When one performs fault analysis, it may be necessary
to include e�ects of neighboring cells for those defects which occur on the border of two
adjacent cells. Certainly, as the size of the cell increases, the e�ects of neighboring cells
become less important.

Each fault which occurs should be identi�ed by its extent. For example, one fault may
be local, causing a single cell to malfunction, while another may be global (fatal), such as
a short between supply rails. Suppose we identify a total ofM di�erent fault types. Then
de�ne p(jjdi) as the probability of a fault of type j given a defect occurs in component i.

The total area that each component occupies in the layout of the circuit is computed
next. Let ai represent the fraction of the system made up of cells from component i. If
we assume that each defect occurs randomly on the chip, then ai equals the probability
that a defect occurs in component i given a defect occurs somewhere on the chip. This
assumption ignores the e�ects of defect or fault clustering within the chip, i.e., Poisson



statistics prevail within a chip. Also note that this assumption is only valid for chip sizes
that are substantially smaller than that of the wafer, as defect densities tend to vary as a
function of the distance from the center of the wafer [7].

The system-level probabilities for each fault type j can now be computed. Let p(jjdc)
be the probability that an individual defect occurring somewhere on the chip causes a
fault of type j. Then we have

p(jjdc) =
NX

i=1

p(jjdi)ai (1)

If we assume that each defect within the chip occurs independently of other defects,
then we can say that p(jjdc) times the mean number of defects on the chip represents
the average number of faults of type j. The assumption of independence of defects is
an approximation. In a real manufacturing process, defects from one process step may
inuence defects in subsequent process steps. One such example is that of dirt particles in
the oxide layer causing not only oxide pinholes but also broken metallization on top of the
oxide [9]. However, we do not attempt to treat interactions between defects of di�erent
layers in this work.

Given that a particular defect occurs somewhere on the chip, let p(f jdc) be the prob-
ability of a fault occurring somewhere on the chip, where

p(f jdc) =
MX

j=1

p(jjdc) (2)

Equation (2) assumes that one defect is associated with precisely one fault, which is,
in reality, an approximation. A large defect on a metallization layer may cause both a
global and a local fault, e.g., an open power supply line and an open signal line. One can
handle this case in one of two ways. The �rst method is to assign the fault to the class
of the greatest extent, which in this example is global. The second method is to de�ne
a composite fault class, i.e., a fault class for the occurrence of both a local and a global
fault.

Additionally, given this same defect, one may want to compute p(jjf), the probability
that a fault of type j occurs given that a fault of any type occurs on the chip. In this
case a defect is implied by conditioning on the occurrence of a fault and we have

p(jjf) =
p(jjdc)

p(f jdc)
(3)

Again, if we assume that each defect occurs independently within the chip, then p(jjf)
represents the frequency of fault type j in relation to other fault types.

3 Estimating yield

Estimating the yield of a VLSI system will be done under the premise that the circuit
designer has control only of the layout pattern. He or she has little or no inuence on
the manufacturing line, or more particularly, the defect probability distributions. The
above method of analysis is adequate for selecting the better of two design rules or of two
competing chip layouts. Other things being equal, one would choose the layout pattern



which resulted in the lowest probability of a fault occurring given that a defect occurs
somewhere on the chip.

However, the above analysis is inadequate for estimating the yield of a particular
layout pattern. Following a procedure similar to that outlined by Stapper [9, 8], �rst we
want to relate the mean number of defects per chip to the mean number of faults per chip.
Let �(dk) represent the mean number of defects of type k per square centimeter. Suppose
there are a total of K defect types. Then using Ac as the area of the chip in square
centimeters, we can estimate �(dc), the mean number of defects per chip, as follows:

�(dc) = Ac

KX

k=1

�(dk) (4)

Equation (4) assumes that defects of di�erent types are independent.
Next we can estimate �(j), the mean number of faults of type j, by simply multiplying

the mean number of defects per chip by the probability of a fault of type j given that a
defect lands on the chip.

�(j) = p(jjdc)�(dc) (5)

Equation (5) assumes one defect is associated with precisely one fault. This assumption
rules out the occurrence of two or more defects which, when examined separately, result in
no behavioral fault, but, when taken in combination, result in a behavioral fault. It also
rules out the occurrence of two defects which e�ectively cancel each other, e.g., an extra
and a missing material defect which occur at the exact same location. Finally, equation
(5) assumes that a single defect cannot cause more than one fault. Two methods for
handling the last case were discussed earlier in section 2.

The second parameter that we need to obtain is �, the degree of fault clustering that
occurs between chips on the wafer. A lower value for � indicates higher degrees of fault
clustering. We may �nd that � is not the same for each fault type, in which case we must
de�ne �(j) as the amount of between-chip fault clustering for each fault type j. In order
to reduce the number of parameters that we have to estimate, in the example that follows
we assume �(j) to be the same constant value for each fault type j.

More generally the clustering parameter also depends on the area of the chip [8]. How-
ever, with the inclusion of a third parameter, Stapper found the assumption of constant �
for di�ering chip areas to be adequate for estimating yield as a function of chip area for an
area range of 1 to 36 [8]. This third parameter Stapper employed is Y0, gross yield. Gross
yield corresponds to the percentage of failures that can be explained either by non-random
disturbances in the manufacturing process or by very severe defect clustering.

Assuming negative binomial fault statistics, we can apply the yield formula [9]

Y = Y0

MY

j=1

(1 + �(j)=�(j))��(j) (6)

Equation (6) assumes that di�erent fault types are independent. As discussed earlier, in
a real manufacturing process, defects on one layer may cause defects on another layer.
Similarly, faults of one type may inuence the occurrence of faults of a second type. The
above yield equation does not take into account coupling between fault types.



Table 1: Relative densities of extra and missing material spot defects in a typical digital CMOS
technology. From Table I [3].

Relative Defect Densities
Processing Layer Extra Material Missing Material

Active Area 100 1

Polysilicon 400 4

Active-M1 Contact 20 200

Poly-M1 Contact 20 200

Metal1 300 3

M1-M2 Contact 20 200

Metal2 400 4

4 Example

In the paper of Feltham and Maly [3] individual components in the layout of an 88-neuron
Hop�eld network circuit are analyzed using the VLASIC catastrophic fault simulator [10].
They assume a 1=x3 defect density distribution. Relative defect frequencies for di�erent
defect types are given in table 1. Absolute defect densities per square centimeter are
proportional to the relative defect densities. Examining realistic defect densities given by
Walker [10, Table 8-2] a reasonable choice for the constant of proportionality seems to be
0:1 for this example.

The circuit faults for each component were classi�ed into one of four classes [3] de-
pending on their extent: fatal faults, stuck faults, intermittent faults, and no fault. Fatal
faults are those faults which render the chip completely nonfunctional. A simple example
would be a short between V dd and ground. Stuck faults are failures which permanently
alter the output behavior of a component of the network in a predictable way. Such an
example would be a short between a data line and a supply rail. Intermittent faults result
in errors in the component output in a manner that depends on the input signals. An
example of this fault class would be a short between two adjacent data lines. The last
fault type (no fault) is really not a fault at all. The circuit topology is changed, but its
input/output function remains unchanged. Thus, we will disregard this type of fault.

Table 2 summarizes the number of occurrences for each fault type for the four com-
ponents in the Hop�eld network. One hundred thousand defects were randomly placed
on one cell of the neuron drive circuitry. Subsequently, all faults were analyzed and cat-
egorized into one of three fault classes [3]. For the connection matrix and comparator
circuitry, one million defects were randomly introduced to the layouts. However, only the
most probable faults were analyzed and put into one of three fault categories. Thus, the
total number of faults occurring in each of the three fault groups could be substantially
higher if all faults had been analyzed.

In general, there may be hundreds, or even thousands, of distinct circuit faults caused
by one million Monte Carlo defect simulations. It would take far too much engineering
time to analyze each of these faults separately. Rules for automatic analysis of faults
could only be written down for the simplest of circuit components. Perhaps an approach
involving statistical sampling of the fault list may lead to a good estimate of the total



Table 2: Number of faults occurring in each component of the 88-neuron Hop�eld network.
For the connection matrix and comparator circuits, only the most probable faults are included
in the data. The numbers appearing in parentheses for the interlayer signal busses are estimates
based on relative fault frequencies (see text). Adapted from Tables II-IV [3].

Number of Fault Type
Component defects fatal stuck intermit

Neuron Drive 100,000 18 599 279

Conn. Matrix 1,000,000 3476 7808 8506

Comparator 1,000,000 1525 1307 1473

Inter. Busses (100,000) (0) (2) (198)

number of faults in each fault group whenever an exhaustive analysis is prohibitive.
The fourth component of the circuitry, the interlayer signal busses, escaped the VLA-

SIC fault simulation experiment. Feltham and Maly provide relative fault frequencies (1%
stuck and 99% intermittent), but we have no way of accurately determining the absolute
probability of a fault given that a defect occurs in the interlayer signal busses. If we look
at the total number of defects which caused a fault for the neuron drive circuitry, we see
that approximately 1 in 100 defects caused a circuit fault. Feltham and Maly suggest
that the layout complexity for the interlayer signal busses is quite small [3]. Hence, one
might expect that only 1 in 500 defects cause a circuit failure in the bus lines. Thus, in
a simulation of 100,000 defects, we suppose there may be 2 stuck faults and 198 inter-
mittent faults. These estimated values are included in table 2 chiey for the purposes of
completing this example.

From the data provided in table 2, we come up with estimates for p(jjdi), the prob-
ability of a fault of type j given that a defect occurs in component i, by dividing the
number of defects that caused electrical fault type j by the total number of defects placed
in component i. For example, consider the probability of a fatal fault occurring in the
neuron drive circuitry, given that a defect occurs in that component. Examining table 2,
we divide the number of trials in the Monte Carlo simulation which resulted in fatal faults
in the neuron drive circuitry by the total number of trials. Thus we obtain

p(fataljddrive) =
18

100; 000
= :00018 (7)

Table 3 presents the estimated fault probabilities for each of the four components of
the 88-neuron Hop�eld network chip, as well as system-level fault probabilities.

To compute the system-level fault probabilities p(jjdc), the probability of fault type j
given that a defect occurs somewhere on the chip, we add up these probabilities for each
component in the system weighted by the percentage of the chip area occupied by that
component. Thus, suppose that we want to compute the system-level probability of a
stuck fault given that a defect occurs randomly on the chip. In this case, we add up
the probabilities of a stuck fault for each component weighted by the chip area of each
component.

p(stuckjdc) = (:00599 � :025)+ (:007808 � :795) + (:001307 � :054)+ (:00002 � :126)

= :00643 (8)



Table 3: Estimated probabilities of di�erent fault types occurring in the 88-neuron Hop�eld
network. The numbers appearing in parentheses are estimates based on relative fault frequen-
cies (see text).

Fault Type Total Percent
Component fatal stuck intermit Prob. Chip

Neuron Drive .00018 .00599 .00279 .00896 2.5%

Conn. Matrix .003476 .007808 .008506 .01979 79.5%

Comparator .001525 .001307 .001473 .004305 5.4%

Inter. Busses .0 (.00002) (.00198) (.002) 12.6%

System (abs.) .00285 .00643 .00716 .01644 100%

System (rel.) .173 .391 .436 1.000 100%

Note that p(f jdc), the probability of a fault of any type occurring on the chip given
that a defect occurs on the chip, is just the sum of the same probabilities for each of the
four fault types. In this example, p(f jdc) = :01644.

Relative system-level fault probabilities p(jjf), the probability of a fault type j oc-
curring given that a fault occurs somewhere on the chip, are obtained by normalizing the
system-level fault probabilities to sum to one.

Table 3 does not agree with a similar treatment of this circuit done by Feltham and
Maly [3]. It appears that they combine relative fault probabilities for each component
weighted by the percent area of the chip occupied by that component to compute relative
system-level fault probabilities. For example, in order to determine the relative system-
level probability of an intermittent fault, the authors of [3] appear to have performed the
following computation:

p(intermitjf)
?
= (:00279=:00896) � :025 + (:008506=:01979) � :795

+ (:001473=:004305) � :054 + (:00198=:002)� :126

= :493 (9)

Ignoring di�erences due to rounding errors, equation (9) agrees with the 49.2% reported
in table 5 of [3].

However, it is necessary to combine absolute fault probabilities of each component, as
shown below, and then normalize the result to obtain relative system-level fault proba-
bilities. Thus, a more correct computation of the relative system-level fault probability
is

p(intermitjf) =
:00279 � :025+ :008506 � :795 + :001473 � :054 + :00198 � :126

:01644
= :436 (10)

Hence, our results do not agree with those of [3]. Only in the case that layout styles and
complexities are similar for every component in the chip will the two methods yield the
same results.

As an extension to previous work [3], we can estimate the yield of the entire Hop�eld
network chip. The die size of the 88-neuron Hop�eld network is 3.82 mm by 4.01 mm,



Table 4: Estimated fault-limited yield for the 88-neuron Hop�eld network.

Failure Mechanism Fault-Limited Yield Cumulative Fault-Limited Yield

Gross 0.8339 0.8339

Fatal 0.9240 0.7705

Stuck 0.8426 0.6492

Intermittent 0.8276 0.5373

or 0.1532 cm2 [3]. The average number of defects landing on a chip of this size can be
found by summing the relative number of defects of each type in table 1, multiplying by
the constant of proportionality, in this case assumed to be 0.1, to estimate the average
number of defects per cm2, and multiplying again by the chip area. Thus we get

�(dc) = 1872 � 0:1 � 0:1532 = 28:68 defects=chip (11)

In order to �nd the average number of failures of type j, we multiply the average
number of defects per chip �(dc) by the probability of a failure of type j given a defect
lands on the chip. Thus we get,

�(fatal) = 28:68 � :00285 = :0817 faults=chip

�(stuck) = 28:68 � :00643 = :1844 faults=chip (12)

�(intermit) = 28:68 � :00716 = :2053 faults=chip

In one yield study, Stapper found a good �t to actual defect data by letting gross
yield, Y0, be .8339 and clustering parameter, �, equal 1.1772 [8]. We use this value of �
for each of the three fault types considered.

Table 4 gives the values for the estimated fault-limited yield for the 88-neuron Hop�eld
network chip. The format of this table illustrates the incremental e�ect of each failure
mechanism on yield, beginning with gross failures and ending with intermittent faults.
From the last row we see that the yield after accounting for all failure mechanisms is
approximately 54%.

We would like to point out several interesting features about this example. Firstly,
we see that, according to the model, approximately 23% of the chips manufactured with
this design would not function at all. If this concerned the designer, he or she could
modify the layout so as to minimize that part of the 23% failure rate which is under his
or her control, i.e., the rate of failure due to fatal aws, which in this case is roughly 8%.
Secondly, we see that another 23% of the chips manufactured would function but with
a reduced performance. The nature of this performance degradation depends greatly on
the circuit and the speci�c fault. In the case of a Hop�eld network, the overall e�ect of
stuck and intermittent failures may be a higher classi�cation error rate and/or reduced
storage capacity [5]. For other circuits which employ distributed processing schemes, such
as silicon retinas [2, 4] and the focal plane processor [1], the e�ect of these faults may be
dark spots or lines in the former and reduced precision in the output of the latter.



5 Discussion and conclusion

We have presented a mathematical framework for estimating fault probabilities and yield
for CMOS neural networks. If the tools needed to simulate manufacturing defects, such
as VLASIC [10], and the methods for analyzing the results of these simulations are made
more available and comprehensible to the circuit designer, defect and fault tolerance in
analog VLSI can become part of the design phase, rather than the manufacturing phase,
of neural circuit implementations. Speci�cally, one can compare two competing layouts
which perform the same function, not only in terms of parameters such as speed, power
consumption, and area, but also in terms of quantitative measures of defect and fault
tolerance. As circuit densities increase, one can less a�ord to ignore the issue of defect
and fault tolerance in circuit design.

The sample yield calculation of section 4 applies to a speci�c layout of an 88-neuron
Hop�eld network manufactured using a particular CMOS process with hypothetical de-
fect densities. We are by no means attempting to assert that this result applies to (a)
other layouts of the same circuit, (b) other layouts of other neural circuits, or (c) this or
other layouts subject to a di�erent manufacturing environment. Rather, we only wish to
illustrate how the methods of computing fault probabilities and predicting yield can be
used to assess the e�ectiveness of a design to tolerate manufacturing defects.
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